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Abstract— Mobile has become a vital communication tool 

which is becoming trendy in today’s globe. This technology 

has laid a foundation to overcome the traditional desktop 

based approach of obtaining information. This project has 

been developed for Android driven Smartphone’s. Global 

Positioning Systems (GPS) is a most important and effective 

technology used for locating a device position or tacking 

someone accurately. Methodologies for tracking can be 

done through GPS receiver which is in-built in most of 

mobile equipment. We have used GPS as the approach idea 

for location tracking of the user. “Location Based Profile 

manager” is an android application that can perform various 

tasks according to your location specified in the application. 

According to the detected location profile settings are 

applied on the phone. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile technology is the technology that is portable or in 

easty term it is handy to the user. Example of mobile IT 

devices include: laptop and notebook computers, palmtop 

computer or personal digital assistants, mobile phone and 

smart phones, global positioning system devices etc. Mobile 

devices can support variety of communication technologies 

such as – wireless fidelity(WIFI) – a type of wireless local 

area network technology, Bluetooth- connect mobile devices 

wirelessly within a second and is used for transferring data 

‘third generation’ (3G),global system for mobile 

communication (GSM) and general packet radio service 

(GPRS); This are the basic elements of the mobile phone. 

II. DOMAIN EXPLANATION 

A. Mobile Application 

Mobile applications (or mobile app) are applications 

developed for small handy devices, such as mobile phones, 

Smartphone’s, PDAs and so on by the user community. 

Mobile apps can come pre-installed on the small handheld 

device as well as can be downloaded by users from app 

stores or through the web. It is nothing but a  software 

application designed to run on  Smartphone’s, tablet 

computers and other mobile devices. They are available 

through application distribution platforms, which are 

typically operated by the owner of the mobile operating 

system or they are owned by specific companies whose 

standard is good in the technical market, such as the Apple’s 

App Store, Google Play, Windows Market place and 

Blackberry. Some apps are free, while others have a price 

and they need to be paid to get them on your device.  

B. Android Platform 

Making/Developing of Android applications is done in the 

Java programming language with the help of  the Android 

SDK which gives necessary tools and APIs to the software 

developer for development. The developer is hence required 

to be familiar with Java language and its all featured and 

functions. This is followed by the build process which 

debugs the process and analyzes it. During the build process, 

an archive containing application resources is also created 

automatically by the “aapt” utility which is created by the 

java platform developer. The application is packaged as an 

Android Package, ”apk” file. Typically an APK includes all 

the files related to a single Android application. This file is 

directly deployed and integrated on to an Android device 

and ready to use. 

C. Methods and Technologies Used In Project 

Currently similar application exists that can make changes 

in phone’s profile based on time but in this application its 

based on location. In that you can apply profile settings at 

specified time of day or month. Other applications also 

exists which provides services on the basis of location but 

there no such system which provides all this functionality in 

one single system like SMS sending or launch application. 

a) GPS: The Global Positioning System (GPS) is actually 

a blend of 27 satellites out of which 24 are working at 

present and 3 are used if any of the satellites fails. 

b) SQLite: SQLite is an Open Source Database system 

which is embedded into Android environment for 

dtoring the various data into an integrated space. 

SQLite supports features like SQL syntax, transactions 

and prepared statements, conditional statements, tables 

and many more. 

c) JAVA Development Kit (JDK) 1.7: The Java 

Development Kit (JDK) is a software entity used for 

developing Java applications and applets for phones as 

well as computers.  

d) Eclipse IDE: The Eclipse IDE (Java Developers 

version) is not technically necessary since everything it 

does can be done using the command line argument, but 

it takes into consideration so many things that we will 

consider it to be essential and hence use it on our 

project. 

e) Android SDK: The Android SDK provide us with the 

API tools as well as library methods and developer 

tools required to build, test, and debugging of the apps 

for Android on the phone or PC. 

f) Android Developer Tool (ADT): ADT is an Eclipse 

program that provides many features that will allow us 

to design and build application's UI that is the front end 

of the App. 

g) Google Maps API: Google Maps is the most well-

known map service on the which shows the street maps, 

terrain maps and hybrid view of the street to the user on 

his phone or tablet. 

III. PROJECT DESIGN 

A. Design Consideration 

The design consists of the Use Case Diagram, Class 

Diagram, Database Schema, State Chart Diagram and the 

Software Architecture of our System. 
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1) Use Case Diagram 

A Use case Diagram emphasizes on the behavior of the 

system from an sheer extrenal point of view. A use case 

gives a detailed overview of a function 

 
Fig. 3.1.A: Use case diagram 

2) Software Architecture 

In software architecture, a system is determined as a set of 

software components, their inter-connections and similarity, 

and their important internal as well as external behavioral 

interactions. Creating software architecture promotes better 

understanding of the system, thus aiding the design process. 

Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) in any 

language are used to depict Software Architectures 

irrespective of their composition. Common elements of an 

ADL are component, connector and configuration. 

 
Fig. 3.1.B: Software Architecture 

3) Database Schema 

A database schema  of a database system is its sceptical 

structure organised in a formal language supported by the 

database management system (DBMS) and refers to the 

organization of data to create an summarized blueprint of 

how a database will be constructed (divided into database 

tables). In our Project consists of two tables names as 

“locations” and “appconfig” “locations” table stores all the 

settings information regarding particular location. 

“appconfig” table stores the settings regarding the 

application like get the location from GPS or network, scan 

interval etc. 

 
Fig. 3.1.C: Database Schema 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

A. Phase 1 

Accessing the current location through GPS and keeping the 

track of location changes:  

Android devices allow determining the current 

Geolocation satellite preview. This can be done via a GPS 

(Global Positioning System) module, via cell tower 

triangulation or via wifi networks that are all wireless 

transmission modes. Android contains the ‘android.location’ 

package which provides the API’s to determine the current 

geo position of the device over the satellite hybrid network.  

1) Location Manager 

The Location Manager class provides access to the Android 

location platform service creater by the location service 

developer. This service allows to access location providers, 

to register the location update listeners and proximity alerts 

sensors and more. 

2) Location Provider 

The Location Provider class is the super class of the 

different location providers which deliver the information 
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about the current location. This information is stored in the 

Location class. The Android device might have several 

locations Provider available and you can select which one 

you want to use. In most cases you have the following 

Location Provider available.  

B. Phase 2 

Getting Google Maps on application and enable pin-pointing 

on maps: 

Registering for a Google Maps Android API v1 

Key is simple, free, and has two parts:  

1) Registering the MD5 fingerprint of the certificate that 

you will use to sign your application. The Maps 

registration service then provides you a Google Maps 

Android API v1 Key that is associated with your 

application's signer certificate.  

2) Adding a reference to the Google Maps Android API v1 

Key in each MapView, whether declared in XML or 

instantiated directly from code. You can use the same 

Google Maps Android API v1 Key for any MapView in 

any Android application, provided that the application 

is signed with the certificate whose fingerprint you 

registered with the service. 

 
Fig. 4.2: pinpointing Google Maps. 

C. Phase 3 

Enabling or disabling profile, Bluetooth, wifi settings and 

send SMS and notification: 

In this phase we have implemented the code for enabling 

and disabling various profile related settings such as change 

media volume, alaram volume, ringtone volume, change 

ringtone, silent mode on/off, vibrate on/off. For toggling this 

profile related settings, we have used Audio Manager class 

in android which provides all volume related services. 

1) Audio Manager 

Audio Manager accesses the control of volume and ringer 

mode.We used Context. 

getSystemService(Context.AUDIO_SERVICE) to get an 

instance of this class.  

2) Bluetooth Adapter 

Represents the local device Bluetooth adapter. The 

BluetoothAdapter lets you perform fundamental Bluetooth 

tasks, such as initiate device discovery, query a list of 

bonded (paired) devices, instantiate a BluetoothDevice using 

a known MAC address, and create a BluetoothServerSocket 

to listen for connection requests from other devices.  

3) Wifi Adapter 

The list can be viewed and updated, and attributes of 

individual entries can be modified.  Connectivity can be 

established or torn down, and dynamic information about 

the state of the network can be queried. Results of access 

point scans, containing enough information to make 

decisions about what access point to connect to. 

4) Sms Manager 

Manages SMS operations such as sending data, text, and 

pdu SMS messages. Get this object by calling the static 

method SmsManager.getDefault().Some of the methods of 

SmsManager are as follows: public final void 

sendTextMessage (String destinationAddress, String 

scAddress, String text, PendingIntent sentIntent, 

PendingIntent deliveryIntent). 

5) Notification Manager 

Class to notify the user of events that happen. This is how 

you tell the user that something has happened in the 

background.A persistent icon that goes in the status bar and 

is accessible through the launcher, (when the user selects it, 

a designated Intent can be launched). public void notify (int 

id, Notification notification). 

V. SCREEN NAVIGATIONS 

A. Screen Shots 

1) Front Screen/Home Screen 

 
Fig. (5.1.A): Front screen. 
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2) Menu On the Front Screen 

 
Fig. 5.1.B: Menu on the front screen. 

3) Application Settings Opens When Clicking On “App 

Setting” Menu Option 

 
Fig. 5.1.C: App Setting. 

4) Save Location or Edit Location 

 
Fig. 5.1.D: Save/Edit Locations. 

5) Press On Each Location Opens This Menu 

 
Fig. 5.1.E: Manage Location. 
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6) Set Notification For Particular Location 

 
Fig. 5.1.F: Set Notification. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

An android application for tracking user current location and 

apply the settings which are already specified by user. This 

settings consists of various profile settings like media 

volume, silent, vibrate and other settings such as Bluetooth 

and wifi toggling. Other functions provided by application 

are sending sms to specified number, notify user and launch 

the application according to the user location. It also 

provides additional functionality such applying settings 

depending on the time of the day or day of the week. 

Application also provides with Google maps where user can 

specify the settings for remote location (ex. By sitting at 

home user can specify settings for his/her office) by pin-

pointing the required location and also can view the location 

on the map. 

A. Further Work 

The application can be further enhanced to following 

improvements: 

a) Location bearing feature can be added which can 

graphically give direction to the users to the nearest 

location. This feature is useful when user wants to find 

any location.  

b) User can be provided with log on the front screen which 

can indicate the user about all background services 

which are running, last location which is track and the 

distance of that location from the current location.  

c) We can further enhance it to form chat application by 

connecting it to the server providing login facility. 

Where user can find out their nearby colleagues or 

friends. 

VII.  APPENDIX 

A. Android Versions and APK Support 

a) Android 4.5  Lollipop:  APK level 18 

b) Android 4.2.2 JellyBean:  APK level 17 

c) Android 4.1 JellyBean:  APK level 16 

d) Android 4.0.4 IceCream Sandwich:  APK level 15 

e) Android 4.0.1 IceCream  Sandwich : APK level 14 

f) Android 3.2.6 HoneyComb :  APK level 13 

g) Android 3.1 HoneyComb: APK  level 12 

h) Android 3.0 HoneyComb: APK level 11 

i) Android 2.3.4 GingerBread: APK level 10 

j) Android 2.3.3 GingerBread: APK level 9 

k) Android 2.2 Froyo: APK level  8 

l) Android 2.1 Éclair: APK level 7 

m) Android 2.0.1 Éclair: APK level 6 

n) Android 2.0 Éclair: APK level 5 

o) Android 1.6 Donut: APK level 4 

p) Android 1.5 Cupcake: APK level 3 

q) Android 1.1 BananaBread: APK level 2 

r) Android 1.0 ApplePie: Android level 1 

B. System Requirements 

a. Eclipse IDE 

b. Eclipse 3.4 (Ganymede) or 3.5 (Galileo) 

c. Eclipse 3.3 has not been tested with the latest version of 

ADT and support can no longer be guaranteed. We 

suggest you upgrade to  Eclipse 3.4 or 3.5 

d. Recommended Eclipse IDE package: Eclipse IDE for 

JAVA EE developers, Eclipse IDE for Java developer, 

Eclipse for RCP/Plug-in developers, or Eclipse 

Classic(3.5.1+) 

e. Eclipse JDT plugin (included in most Eclipse IDE 

packages) 

f. JDK 5 or JDK 6 (JRE alone is not sufficient) 

g. Android Development Tools plugin (optional) 

h. JDK 5 or JDK 6 (JRE alone is not sufficient) 
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